AVENGER
CLASS SPACE SUPERIORITY FIGHTER

The newest starfighter introduced by Starfleet’s Starfighter Command, the Avenger
aims to build on the success of the Raptor class and further enhance the command’s
ability to project power and exercise absolute control over any battlefield.
With the entry of the Raptor class Space Superiority Fighter into service in 2397, a
discussion began brewing centered on the quite noticeable difference between Raptor
and the two principal attack classes, Valkyrie and Peregrine. Not only was age an issue,
but their lack of warp capability and heavy reliance on carrier ships added a cumbersome
layer of logistical complexity to their deployments. Whereas Valkyrie was designed from
the start as an interceptor—with firepower a second-place concern behind speed and
agility—Peregrine blended all three attributes to create a potent attack platform that
formed the modern backbone of Starfighter Command’s forces.
As potent and capable as both were, neither had the range nor the expanded
capability needed to achieve complete space supremacy. The development and
employment of increasingly sophisticated deflector shield systems as well as the gradually
expanded use of various forms of hull armor rendered micro-torpedoes useless—their
limited yields proving ineffective in many instances. Supremacy then, was dependent on
the ability of starfighters to equip and deploy full-size heavy ordinance.
This ordinance took two forms—conventional and specialized. Conventional
ordinance comprised the proven Photon and Quantum torpedoes used aboard starships
of all sizes since the early 23rd Century. Specialized ordinance took the form of Tri-cobalt
and Transphasic torpedoes. The former had been in extremely limited use prior to 2371 due
to its immensely destructive potential, but had entered more widescale use with the
advent of the Dominion War. The latter however, were specially developed anti-Borg
weapons first used in 2378.

Raptor, having 4 external hardpoints was thus capable of using such weapons.
However, doing so would render its exotic, ‘stealthy’ design characteristics ineffective—
despite the use of SAM (SensorAbsorbantMaterial). Avenger’s design however, was not
beholden to such requirements or objectives and as such, featured 6 external hardpoints—
2 under each wing, plus 2 forward of the ramscoops—with a total external capacity of 2
full-size or 4 micro-size weapons per hardpoint.
The design process, begun in late 2398, was initially codenamed Valkyrie II—as the
original objective was to create a warp-capable interceptor to replace the original
Valkyrie (which entered service six decades earlier, in 2338). However, Starfleet’s tacit
approval of the deployment and use of so-called ‘WMD’s’ (Weapons of Mass Destruction –
of which Tri-Cobalt and Transphasic torpedoes were considered examples) coupled with a
general astro-political shift towards asymmetric warfare between the Federation Alliance &
the Typhon Pact, brought renewed relevance to starfighters as tactical tools.
Valkyrie II therefore became Avenger. The original Valkyrie was kept (and still is) in
production—still extremely capable as an interceptor—while the focus of Avenger shifted
to the area of space superiority. The goal was to produce a starfighter that incorporated
successful aspects & attributes of both Raptor and Valkyrie while still remaining highly
capable and easy to construct.
From a design standpoint, Avenger maintains a roughly similar profile to Valkyrie—a
slim, angular cockpit positioned forward, tapered wings extending out and slightly
downward and engines tightly integrated with the hull, contributing to a lower overall
profile. Unlike Valkyrie though, Avenger’s forward/cockpit section is stretched –
contributing to a slightly longer length of 19 meters (vs 17 meters for Valkyrie.

Standard armament consists of 2 Type V Phaser Cannons (flanking the cockpit), 4 Type VI Emitters (flanking the warp nacelles – 2 forward facing, 2 aft) and 1 Micro-Torpedo
launcher (forward) fed by an internal weapons bay. Externally, Avenger is capable of equipping up to 12 full-size, 24 micro-size weapons or a combination of the two—making it an ideal
precision strike craft as well. At the heart of Avenger is the custom-designed electronic warfare suite from Raptor that quickly gained acclaim and soon found its way into the Crusader
class Bomber. Special modifications were made to this suite that increased the overall range and effectiveness of its ECM/ECCM systems as well as allow its targeting sensors to detect
and engage additional hostiles compared to Raptor (owing to its larger external weapons capacity). Borrowing from the Pulsar class Runabout, Avenger also gained valuable passive
scanning, detection and tracking capabilities.
Defensively, in addition to the aforementioned electronic warfare systems, Avenger also holds the distinction of being the first small craft to employ a Regenerative Deflector Shield
system. Though not as powerful as its starship-based counterparts, the inclusion of such a system signifies the value Starfighter Command places on Avenger and continues to place on
its starfighter force overall.
Avenger entered service in 2400, the first examples being delivered to the 3rd Division that was given a narrower, more strategic focus. Together with the Raptor class, they formed
the new 1st & 3rd Strike Wings. By 2405, they had equipped several more wings—approximately a quarter of which took part in Allied anti-piracy operations late in that year—seeing the
majority of their action against Nausicaan raiders and various Orion Pirate vessels.
Its success in service thus far, combined with its varied armament and heavy ordinance capabilities have Avenger primed to become Starfighter Command’s next great fighter,
joining the Peregrine class.

Class
Classification

Avenger
Space Superiority/Strike Fighter

Service

2400-

Length
Beam
Height

19m
13m
4m

Mass

180 metric tons

Compliment

1

Armament

2 Type V Phaser Cannons
4 Type VI Phaser Emitters
1 Micro-Torpedo Launcher
6 External Hardpoints (capable of equipping up to 12 full-size or
24 micro-size weapons)

Defense Systems

Regenerative Deflector Shield System
total capacity 92,375 TerraJoules
Light Duranium/Tritanium Single Hull plus 6cm Ablative Armor

Editor’s Annotations
A fighter design I really didn’t set my eye on until after I had completed my big ‘Starfighter Command’ post, I came up with this on this on the fly, fitting it in the mix in the interests of
completeness. Starfighter Command already had capable 24th Century counterparts to the F/A-18 Hornet (Valkyrie class), F-16 Fighting Falcon (Peregrine class) and F-22 Raptor (Raptor
class) – but lacked a mainline starfighter comparable to the F-15 Eagle, which is where this comes in. Given Avenger’s mixed armament and heavy ordinance capacity, it’s a rough
analogue to the ‘-E’ series Strike Eagle variant.
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